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ABSTRACT

In this research, a class of dissipative dynamics is specified for which the global

large deviation problem can be completely solved. This is done using an optimal con

trol approach and a relation between the stability structure of the dynamics and the

control setting.

For systems in this class, there exist global Lyapunov functions that are strictly

decreasing along any trajectory of the system, except on its a- and co-limit sets.

These Lyapunov functions can be used to solve the optimal control problem that

is associated to the stochastic small-noise problem. One finds that a controllability

assumption relating the Lyapunov functions to the control dynamics is useful.

Finally, this leads to new qualitative results on the behavior of the large deviation

exit paths and to some suggestions for obtaining computed solutions. A result of this

kind is that exit from a region of attraction is from the 'nearest* saddle.

Shankar Sastry,

Committee Chairman.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND DYNAMICAL SETTING

The calculation of asymptotic estimates in large deviation theory leads to a variational setting that

is best understood using optimal control. An example is the exit problem from an attracting domain.

In this first chapter, we specify a general class of dynamical systems that is relevant to large devi

ation theory and which can be well understood qualitatively. These systems are dissipative, structurally

stable and simple to classify using orbit (Smale) diagrams. They are closely related to Morse-Smale

vector fields satisfying the no-cycle condition.



1.1. Introduction

1.1.1. Background and Motivation

The aim of the present research is to work out a rigorous framework for large deviations in a glo

bal setting. It expands and generalizes the treatment of large deviation paths in the context of the

theory of small-noise perturbations of dynamical systems , as presented in the monograph of Wentzell

and Freidlin [W-F]. As motivation, we give here an overview of the kinds of problems this theory

treats, from the viewpointof the present work.

A nonlinear dynamical system:

xc=b(xt) (1)

is perturbed by the addition of small noise:

dXf=b(xddt+eo(xddwt (2)

As e-»0 with probability tending to 1 the perturbed system trajectories approach those of the

unperturbed system over any finite time interval. Of interest, however, are the trajectories of (2) that

are far from those of (1); these are events whose probabilities go to 0, but among which wecan distin

guish some that are overwhelmingly more likely than the others. The estimation of probabilistic quanti

ties associated with these special rare events, which are called large deviations , involves a variational

setting closely related to the dynamics of the perturbed system.

The difficulty of moving along a specified trajectory y is measured by the amount of control

action required to steer the state of the following controlled system along y:

x^b(x,yKs(xdut (3)

where the control cost is measured by the functional:

and-*[o,rrY

l TJ(u)=fj\ufds (4)



This connection between the controlled system (3)-(4) and the small-noise setting is new. In par

ticular, it makes it reasonable to believe that only the accessible trajectories of (3)-(4) are of interest as

large deviations of the stochastic system (2) (ie. those that the system (3) can be steered to, using a

control u of finite cost, according to (4)). Now it becomes plausible that the non-singularity of a for all

x is not a necessary condition for the development of a theory.

In the literature of large deviations, a is usually assumed uniformly of rank n. Only in Azencott

[Az] is this requirement dropped, even though the action functional is still written in the calculus-of-

variations way:'given a path y on [0,7] ,

The use of the action functional (4) has the additional advantage that it allows us to pose and

solve the large deviation estimates as optimal control problems . The key to the connection between

(l)-(2) and the control problem (3)-(4) is surprisingly simple:

If we start with the system:

dxr=b(xt)dt+G(xt)dw,,

( a not necessarily of full rank) and we use a measure transformation:

1 ' 'Mfa)^xv[-±j\u(xs)\2ds+lu(xs)dws]
o 6

the new drift term is:

b(x)+G(x)u(x)

which we recognize as the vector field of the controlled system (3). The new stochastic differential

equation is:

dyt=y4t+c(yi)dwt

where:

yt=b(yd+c(y,)u(yd



All this works with a(x) not full rank, but another condition is needed: namely, that u(x) must be

defined on some open region of state space (see chapter 4 for exact statement). In the control setting,

this means that u is a. feedback law and that we have afield of control paths, ie. an open set, each point

of which has a controlled path going through it Thus each control law u gives us a measure transfor

mation. The u corresponding to the optimal feedback law gives us the appropriate estimation of the

large deviation asymptotics.

The goal of this research is to make rigorous the above heuristic discussion.

The simplest case where the optimal control problem yields a feedback law is when the drift vec

tor field is the gradient of a function. Since our aim is to generalize this result to as wide a class of

dynamics as possible, we give now a brief review of the known results in this case.
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1.1.2. Gradient Flows and Optimal Control

In this section we give an account of Morse theory from the point of view of optimal control.

Thus, from the beginning, we state the results in terms of the gradient vector field that a Morse function

defines. We also explain how a Morse function solves certain minimum-energy control problems and

point out that it defines optimal control fields Le. unique optimal trajectories through each point of the

state space. None of these results is new, but the author has not seen them collected together in the

form presented here.

Let h be a Morse function on Rn such that:

(i) h has a finite number of critical points.

(ii) h is bounded below : h(x)>0 .

(iii) h~l([0ji\) is compact for all aeR .

The gradient of h , dh , defines a vector field Vh on Rn through the standard inner product in Rn

by:

<Vkv>(;c)=d/i(v(;c)),v(jc)e TxRn

We call -Vh the gradient vector field (the reason for the sign change is that we want the flow to be

towards a minimum of h ). The flow of -Vh is the gradient flow Ti(r^). To simplify matters we also

assume:

(iv) -Vh is a complete vector field *.

The results of Morse theory are now easily restated in terms of the vector field -Vh and its flow:

Theorem: (Morse Theory for Gradient Flows)

Let h be a Morsefunction on Rn satisfying the assumptions (i)-(iv). Let -Vh be its gradient vec

tor field. Then:

* This can be translated into a requirement on h , eg. that h be smooth with globally Lipschitz derivatives.



(a) the gradient flow in a neighborhood of a critical point of index k is locally conjugate (le.

dynamically equivalent via a diffeomorphism) to the simple linear flow:

h 0 '
0 -/^

(b) the level sets h~\a) ta€Rare compact Lyapunov surfaces for the gradient vector field.

(c) if there are no critical values ofhin [a-e/i+e] , aeR , e>0 , then h~\a-z) is diffeomorphic

to h~l(a+z) .

(d) the homotopy of the Lyapunov surface h~\c+€) where c is a critical value of h and e>0 is

small is that of h~\c-e) with a k-cell attached, where k is the index of the isolated critical

point p : h(p)=c .

The above theorem is simply a restatement of the basic properties of a Morse function and we therefore

omit the proof (see Milnor [Mi] ).

Note that h"1^) , c a critical value, is not a manifold. If however, we consider, for each critical

point c of index 0 its region of attraction /??, then h~l(c)nR7 is a manifold: in fact it is a bounded

hypersurface of R", when non-empty (see Fig.1.1).

Now consider the controlled dynamical system :

x = -Vh(x)+u ,x,u<zRn (1)

and the 'control-energy' cost functional: for each ue(^([O^jR"):

S(u)=±j\uM (2)

It is well-known that for the class of controlled dynamics given by (1) with the cost functional (2),

explicit optimal feedback control solutions can be given.

Thus we can claim:



Minimum-Energy Control of Gradient Flows:

Let the points Xq and X\ be connected bya trajectory of the system:

y = Vh(x)

then the given trajectory is the optimal path ofgoing from Xo to xxfor the cost functional S.

Furthermore, the optimal cost of going from Xq to xx is 2(h(xl)-h(pc0)) and the optimal feedback

law is:

u(x) = 2Vh(x)

These facts are checked easily using the usual sufficiency conditions of optimal control. Since we shall

essentially repeat these results -in a much more general context- in chapter 3, weomit their demonstra

tion. We, however, notesome properties of this control set-up:

Remarks:

1) The optimal exit path from the region of attraction R^ of an asymptotically stable equlibrium c~

occurs on a trajectory that tends to cs , the saddle equilibrium of -Vh with the lowest value of the

Morse function that lies on Rz(no ties occur, sinceh is a Morse function).

2) The exit from R7 starting from c, takes an infinite amount of time since -Vh goes to zero near the

saddle cs *.

3) The isocost surfaces starting from c"are precisely the level sets of h , i.e. the Lyapunov surfaces of

the flow. Moreover, the optimal trajectories are everywhere perpendicular to these Lyapunov surfaces.

In the next section we oudine how the present work is motivated by and generalizes the above

results.

* The optimal path is thus unsatisfactory from a control point-of-view. This singular behavior is resolved by modifying
the cost functional S to include a cost proportional to the time a trajectory takes to be traversed, i.e. using the cost S
where:

S\u) = S(u)+eT
with £ small. Then, as£—»0 , theoptimal trajectories for the functional S willconverge to those of S .
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1.13. Outline of Research

On the basis of the discussion of gradient flows in the previous section, let us see in what direc

tions we can generalize the results there and what constraints we must place on the dynamical systems

we hope to treat

Of fundamental importance is to generalize the notion of an isolated, non-degenerate equilibrium

point The first generalization is thus to allow for a wider class of attractors. The natural concept that

makes an attractor isolated and non-degenerate is that of asymptotic stability . Furthermore, we allow

not only equilibrium points, but general compact manifolds which we call attracting sets . As in the

case of Morse-Smale vector fields, the non-attracting ©- and oc-limit sets are required to be hyperbolic

equilibria or closed orbits .

To get a complete qualitative picture for the class of dynamics to be defined, we impose a global

condition of dissipativeness. This allows orbit diagrams to be drawn for the flow, assuming a no-cycle

condition is satisfied. The class of dynamics described above is specified in detail in section 2.

In chapter 2, we turn to the generalization of the Morse functions: these are the (strict) Lyapunov

functions for the flow. In contrast to the Morse function giving a gradient flow, a Lyapunov function is

not unique for a given flow. It is one of the main contributions of this research that the precise degree

of non-uniqueness of Lyapunov functions is found. This leads naturally to a complete classification of

all the possible Lyapunov functions of a given vector field and, as a result of different classes of

optimal control problems that share the same state dynamics (uncontrolled dynamics).

This is the subject of chapter 3. The basic connection between optimal control problems and glo

bal Lyapunov function theory is the result that any Lyapunov function is the optimal cost-functional of

some control problem. Conversely, if a control problem has a smooth feedback-law solution, then its

associated optimal cost funcional is well-defined and is a Lyapunov function for the state dynamics.

In chapter 4 we turn to large deviation theory. We give the rigorous foundation of the connection

between the stochastic system (2) of section 1.1 and the corresponding optimal control system (3)-(4).
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The machinery of the previous two chapters is then applicable. It leads to a new look at global

large deviation results, especially when the Markov chain setting of Wentzell and Freidlin is appropri

ate.
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1.2. A Class of Dynamical Systems

1.2.1. Attracting Sets

Let K be a compact connected, q-dimensional submanifold of Rn, q<n . Define the distance

function to K:

d(xJO=inf]x-y\
yeK

Since K is compact d is well-defined and continuous. Now define, for £>0 , the set

N*[={x£Rn\d(xJC)<z}

For e small enough, we can take this to be an £- tubular neighborhood of K in R".

More precisely, a tubular neighborhood of the submanifold K of Rn is a pair (£B) , where

B=(p,E,/0 is a vector bundle over K and/ is an embedding of E in Rn such that

(a) /restricted to K is the identity map

(b) f(E) is an open neighborhood of K in Rn.

We shall, by abuse of notation, refer to/(£) as the tubular neighborhood of K (see Hirsch [Hi] for

details).

Note that the fibre over any xeK can be taken to be the normal space to TJH = N^T which, in R",

is identified with (JJCf (see the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [Hi]). In this case, (f,B) is called a normal

tubular neighborhood (n.tn.) of K and we can take/(£) to be the setNf, for some small e.

We use these neighborhoods as the open sets in the definition of an attracting set

Definition 1:

The manifold K is an attracting set if: given a normal tubular neighborhood N§, 5>0 of K, we

can find a £>0 and a n.t.n. N% such that:

(i)for all *eAf , QpceNgfor all feO .
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(ii)for allxeN%, d(x&->0 as f->0.

Call A(6) the union of the attracting sets of the vector field b: A(b)=^jK.

Remarks:

1) If K={x] , we are back to the definition of an asymptotically stable equilibrium. If K is a limit cycle

(the only possible 1-dimensional compactconnected manifold), then we have defined an asymptotically

stable limit cycle.

2) In higher dimensions, when q20, the attracting set contains more than one orbit of b (an example is a

two-dimensional torus). We make no assumptions on the behavior of b on K. In particular, the flow of

b may be conservative when restricted to K. However, we require K to be of dimension strictiy less

than that of the state space, as should be the case for dissipative systems (see Birkhoff [B]).

3) If K=[x] is a hyperbolic attractor, then it is certainly an attracting set by the Grobman-Hartman

theorem.

Definition 2:

The region of attraction RK of the attracting set K is defined as the set ofpoints xe Rn satisfying:

(i) d(<j>,x,£)-»0 as r-4+oo.

(ii)x£K.

Note that for al\xeRK , b(x)*0. We have:

Lemma 1:

IfxeRic, the orbit of x : [§p , feR) belongs to RK. Also, RK is an open set and there is a normal

tubular neighborhood ofK contained in it.

Proof:

If xeRk and y=$?x for some r\

dibyJC) = dto»*xM
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and the first part follows. Now let N$, Nf be as in definition 2.1. If xeRK, there is a time 7^>0

such that typxeN^. Since <J>r is a diffeomorphism, we can find a neighborhood U of x such that

tyrU<=N%. It is now clear that for all yeUt yeRK and hence RK is open.

Finally, it is obvious that the normal tubular neighborhood A/£ is contained in RK. •
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122. The Class of Flows Considered

First we recall some definitions (see [P-D] for details) (throughout b(x) is a complete vector field

and §pc is its flow).

Definition 3:

A point xeRn is said to be wandering if there is a neighborhood V of x and a time 7M) such

that: <j>,xnV=0 for \t\>T. Otherwise, the point is called nonwandering . Write Cl(b) for the set

of nonwandering points of the vector field b.for allpoints outside the set of attracting sets A.(b).

Definition 4:

Call a set a critical element // it is a zero of b or a closed orbit (a zero will also be called an

equilibrium). A point p is an a -limit point of the point x if there is a sequence of times tk-*-°°

such that $tkx-*p. It is an on -limit point ofx if the same holds for a sequence of times tk going

to -H». Iffor the point x, l<ppcl—>+«> as t-*-°° (+°°) we say °° is an a-limit point ( (a-limit point)

ofx. Call La(b) and LJp) the set of a- and (O-limit points of b.for x outside A(b) and belonging

to a bounded orbit.

Note that if peLauL^ then p is a non-wandering point. Thus, for a general flow, Q,(b)z>La(b)vLJb).

Also note that A(b)<zL(0(b).

Definiton 5:

An equilibrium is called hyperbolic if its linearization has no eigenvalues with zero real part. A

closed orbit is hyperbolic // the linearization of its local Poincare map has no eigenvalues of

modulus one.

The stable manifold of a hyperbolic critical element a is denoted by W*(a). The unstable manifold of

ct by W"(a). For the existence and properties of the stable and unstable manifolds of critical elements

refer to eg. Hirsch etal.[HPS].
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Definiton 6:

The vectorfield b on Rn is a dissipative Morse-Smale vector field if:

(i) there is a finite number of attracting sets and a finite number of critical elements, all hyper-

bolic.

(ii) (a) the set of co-limit points in Rn-A(b) is equal to LJjj).

(ii) (b) the set of a-limit points in Rn-A(b) is equal to La(b)u[oo).

(iii) Q(£)=LJ&)uLa(&Moo}.

(iv) if Ox and c2 are critical elements, then JV"(CTi) and Wfad are transversal.

Remark:

It is a consequence of condition (ii) (a) that every future trajectory {<{>>*} &o of a dissipative

Morse-Smale vector field is bounded. Something stronger is actually true: almost all points in R" have

their co-limit sets in A(b). This is because the stable manifold of a critical element that is not an attrac-

tor has dimension stricdy less than n and hence has Lebesgue measure 0 in RA. The past trajectories

{<M}«so of b, however, genericaUy go to oo or to a critical element of index n.

Definition 7:

Given critical elements or attracting sets o^ , a2 introduce the relation < by: Ci<a2 if there is an

orbity that has Gi as its (a-limit point and ct2 as its a-limit set.

A set of critical elements satisfies the no-cycle condition if we cannot find distinct critical ele

ments <J: ,ov,..,ct,- such that: a,-<a4- <..<at- <a,-.

Now construct the orbit diagram of a dissipative Morse-Smale vector field that satisfies the no-cycle

condition as follows:

Distinguish (n+1) levels, according to the index k of a critical element (i.e. the dimension of its

unstable manifold). Thus 0<k<n. The attracting sets are at the index-0 level. List all the critical ele

ments and attracting sets at each level. Include the repellor at «» at the index-n level. Call these the

nodes of the orbit diagram.
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Connect node a to node x by an arrow pointing from a to x if x<a.

Lemma 2:

x<a if and only if index x < index a and there is an orbit connecting x and a.

Proof:

This follows from transversality, by keeping track of the dimensions of the stable and unstable

manifolds of the critical elements. •

Note that the above lemma shows there are no homoclinic orbits (i.e. o<a does not happen).

We are now in a position to define the class of dynamical systems for which the global Lyapunov

theory of chapter 2 will be developed.

The Class D(R"):

A complete vector field b on Rnbelongs to the class D(R") if:

(a) b is a dissipative Morse-Smale vector field and

(b) the no-cycle condition is satisfied.

From now on, the vector fields under consideration will be assumed to be in D(R").

Discussion of the Class D(R*):

D(R") is a general enough class of dynamics to include many familiar examples of interest for

example, the Josephson junction models away from bifurcation, multi-machine models in power systems

etc. The sense in which a vector field in D(Rn) is dissipative is consistent with previous attempts to

formalize this notion (see G.Birkhoff [B] and, more recendy, J.Willems [W]).

As Birkhoff requires ([B],pp.31-32), asymptotically as *-**>, the motion of a dissipative system

takes place close to bounded sets of dimension lower than that of the state space. On such a set the

motion is assumed conservative. In our formulation, the attracting sets are compact manifolds of

dimension stricdy less than n.
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According to Willems, dissipativeness has to do with the existence of a function which decreases

with the forward (in time) evolution of the systemdynamics. This is captured in our theory by the con

cept of a global Lyapunov function. Our theory goes further than that in specifying exacdy how many

such functions we can find and how they are related.

The members of D(R") are structurally stable (see Palis and DeMelo [P-D] for a definition of

structural stability), m feet if we compactify the state space using the point at infinity, we see that the

class we defined is very similar to the Morse-Smale vector fields, except for the existence of the more

general class of asymptotic attractors.

In Figure 12 we give some simple examples of two-dimensional vector fields of class D(R") and

their orbit diagrams.
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CHAPTER 2: GLOBAL LYAPUNOV THEORY

The fundamental property of the dissipative dynamical systems we defined in chapter 1 is that we

can find hypersurfaces, called Lyapunov Surfaces, that are globally transverse to the flow. In a single

region of attraction, we can find Lyapunov surfaces intersecting all orbits in that region.

Moving Lyapunov surfaces along the flow gives Lyapunov Functions. Using the orbit diagram of

the vector field, 'we can then classify all Lyapunov functions according to the order in which they sweep

past the saddle critical elements of the flow.

The above construction generalizes in a natural way the results of Morse theory, where the

dynamical system is obtained from a gradient vector field.
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2.1. Introduction

A Lyapunov function for a dynamical system is a generalization of the energy function of a clas

sical mechanical system. It is a scalar function V on the state space with the property that it is non-

dV
increasing on trajectories of the system, i.e. —r-<0. When the system is dissipative, the Lyapunov

dt

aV
function is stricdy decreasing, *~7"<0.

In system theory, Lyapunov functions are usually local; in this case the existence of a local

Lyapunov function is equivalent to the local stability of an equilibrium. Only if the equilibrium is glo

bally stable is the Lyapunov function also defined globally.

In general, each stable equilibrium is stable in a region of state-space that we call its region of

attraction . This is the natural domain of definition of a Lyapunov function and in power systems,

Lyapunov functions have been used to estimate the region of attraction of an equilibrium.

In the mathematical theory of dynamical systems, on the other hand, global Lyapunov functions

are considered and have proved very useful in the study of global dynamics for certain classes of flows

(see F.W.Wilson [Wil],[Wi2], Franks [Fr] and Pugh and Shub [P-S]). In particular, just as Morse

theory helps to describe the topological structure of manifolds, global Lyapunov functions are used to

describe homological properties of dynamical systems, as in Franks.

Our research was developed with a motivation very different from the above. It generalizes glo

bal Lyapunov theory in two directions: first, the attracting sets are allowed to be arbitrary compact man

ifolds. Second, and more importantly, the class of Lyapunov functions we consider is more general:

roughly speaking, the level sets of Lyapunov functions considered before tend, asymptotically, to the

boundary of the regions of attraction of the critical elements. In our research, these level sets are

transverse to the boundary and hence are not contained in a single region of attraction. As we saw in

sections 1.12 and 1.1.3, this is more natural since it generalizes directly Morse theory and the gradient

flow results.
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This chapter is structured as follows: section 2.2 describes Lyapunov surfaces. These are seen to

be global analogs of the transverse neighborhoods to the flow obtained from the flow-box theorem (see

section 22.1). Section 2.3 derives a botany of Lyapunov functions. The most direct kind that follows

from the Lyapunov surface concept is a Lyapunov function defined in the region of attraction of a sin

gle attracting set This is the type of Lyapunov function familiar from system theory and power sys

tems.

Using the results of section 2.2.3 on Lyapunov surfaces for saddle critical elements, we are led to

global Lyapunov functions whose level sets propagate across saddles in a prescribed order. This allows

the classification scheme of section 2.3.2.
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22. Existence of Lyapunov Surfaces

2.2.1. Basic Definitions and Properties

The region of attraction of an attracting set K is foliated in an obvious way by the 1-dimensional

orbits of the vector field b: eachxmRK belongs to a unique orbit and the vector field is non-singular in

allof/fjf.

The global Lyapunov theory we are developing gives foliations dual to the above: there are folia

tions of RK with leaves which are (n-l)-dimensional submanifolds (hypersurfaces), which we call

Lyapunov surfaces and which are transverse to the 1-dimensional foliation by the orbits of b.

The construction of Lyapunov surfaces has two steps: first relying on the flow-box theorem, we

get local Lyapunov surfaces. Then, the properties of the attracting set K are used to patch together the

local surfaces to obtain a Lyapunov surface intersecting all orbits of b in RK.

Definition 1:

A Lyapunov surface Sfor the vector field b is a hypersurface ofRn, bounded as a subset ofRn,

with the property that at all points xeS:

<b(x)>^T^=TxRn

(Le. S is transverse to the flow ofb) and such that each orbit ofb intersects S at most once.

We shall be interested in Lyapunov surfaces that are contained in RK, for KeA(b). In this case we

have:

Definition 2:

A Lyapunov surface S is complete for the attracting set K if S is contained in RK and if all

orbits ofb in RK intersect S (exactly once).

A Lyapunov surface may have more than one connected component. Each component of S has an

orientation induced on its normal bundle NS by the flow: we say that the vector n(x)eN,S points
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inwards if b(x)'n(x)>0.

Every non-singular point x of the vector field b has a Lyapunov surface locally: just find a hyper

surface whose tangent space at x is transverse to <b(x)>; then a neighborhood of jc on the hypersurface

is transverse to the vector field by openness of transversality.

We shall need the above result in a stronger form, where we simultaneously rectify the vector

field around x. This is givenby the flow-box theorem (fora proof, see Arnol'd [Ar],p.227):

Theorem 1 (Flow-Box):

Let b be a C vector field (fzl). Let *eRn be such that b(x)*0. Then there is a C-

diffeomorphism y mapping a neighborhood U of x onto an open ball jB5(0)cRrt, with \|/(z)=0 and

the vector field b to the constant vector field:

^*K^~l(y))=ei(y) ,yeB6(0)

where [eit. .. ,en] is a standard Euclidean basis for ToRn.

Corollary:

Let b(x)*0; then there exists a Lyapunov surface containing x.

Proof:

Let V={ye£8(0),yi=0} where 55(0) is as above. Then V=y~l(V) is the desired Lyapunov surface.

A basic property of Lyapunov surfaces is that they can be moved along the flow in an arbitrary

manner, while remaining transverse to the flow. We can use the diffeomorphisms $, of the flow or gen

eral maps that move each point on the Lyapunov surface by a variable amount along its orbit.

We summarize the above in the two basic lemmas:
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Lemma 1:

Let S be a Lyapunov surface and teR be given. Then the image of S under <J>, is again a

Lyapunov surface.

Lemma 2:

Let a be a smooth, real-valued function on S. Define the map xfrom S to RK by:

X(*H>(a(*),x)

Then the image of S under%is again a Lyapunov surface.

Proof ofLemma 1:

Let i be the embedding map of S. Then fai is the embedding map of (|>f(S) and it is clear that

0,(S) is a hypersurface, since <|>r is a diffeomorphism.

To prove transversality, choose a basis [ei(x\..,e^i(x)} for T£ , viewed as a subspace of TxRn,

for xeS. Since b(x) is trasverse to S , {ex(x\..#n_l(x)Jb(x)} is a basis for TxRn. The vectors

{(Tx$t)(ei(x))t..,(Txtyd(en-i(x)),(Tx$d(.b(x))} are linearly independent sinceT^t is an isomorphism.

Furthermore, we have the identity:

It suffices to show that (Tx$d(fifa))e ^^(S). Since:

TJfit&'TvfiJ'J , /76R"-1 , i(p)=xeS

if 6i(x)=(7'pOv for some vsT^R*-1, we have:

W^i)(v)=r^l.rpi(v)=

=7'i(p)<t>^«W=(^<l>f)(ei(Jc))

and so (TAXe.-fr)) is in yM^|WM^). •

Pra?/ <?/ Lemma 2:
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We distinguish two cases:

(i)X(x>*0and(ii)x(x>=0.

Case (i): Pick a neighborhood U of x in S such that %is non-zero on U. Rescale the vector field

b locally:

£'(z)=3CO0£(z) . yeU, zeorbit of y

It is easily seen that the map defined in the lemma is the map (J^ly where <j>' is the flow of b\ By

Lemma 1, §\U is transverse to b' and therefore to b.

Case (ii): Pick a neighborhood U of x and a time x such that t>sud%(x). foU is tranverse to b at

*, by Theorem 1. If we define x'^HcOM)-^ for zefaU, then x'(z)*0 and

$(X(*)»*H>(X'0M)><M). We are now back to case (i). •
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222. Complete Lyapunov Surfaces for Attracting Sets

Consider the equivalence relation - in R":

x~y «a 3 te R such that y=$p

In the region of attraction RK of an attracting set K, this equivalence will yield a quotient space Q that

is a compact manifold and is diffeomorphic to any complete Lyapunov surface for K. As a result Rk is

diffeomorphic to QxR and Lyapunov functions are easily obtained from functions on QxR.

Theorem 2: (Existence of Complete Lyapunov Surfaces for Attracting Sets)

Let K be an attracting set for the vector field 6eD(Rn). Let an open neighborhood ofK be given

in RK.

Then there is a complete Lyapunov surfacefor K in that neighborhood.

Corollary:

The quotient space Q ofRg under the equivalence relation - is a compact manifold. Moreover,

Rk is diffeomorphic to the product space QxR.

Proof:

There is no loss in generality in assuming that the open neighborhood of K is an e-normal tubular

neighborhood ivf, such that N%czRK. The set dN$={r.d(xjK)=e] is closed and bounded and hence

compact It is in fact a manifold, diffeomorphic to KxSn~q~l (Where q is the dimension of K).

The equivalence relation - in RK yields the quotient space 2:=/?x/~,which has a manifold struc

ture. This is because each element of Q is an orbit y of b in RK: y={$x,teR} and, by the flow-

box theorem, we can find a neighborhood U of x in RK (since RK is open) mapped onto 55(0).

The equivalence relation in B8(0) is simple: it yields the quotient space V of Corollary 2.1 and

hence a coordinate map p for a neighborhood of y (see Fig.2.1) (since iz<>\\f~l maps V to

jc(V)=7C<A|rl(V) diffeomorphically and hence the inverse p of t&ajT1 exists).
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The canonical map tzRtr+Q* sending each point to its orbit in Q is locally onto since, when

transformed via y to a flow-box, it can be written as:

rcsxjrWoijf

where tc' is the canonical projection in R", taking (yi0,2»»0'ii)t0 O^oO and is clearly onto.

The equivalence relation - is called a regular equivalence and Q the quotient manifold (see Abra

ham etal.[Ab],pl73).

Next we want to show that Q is compact First we claim that every orbit of b in RK intersects

dN%. This is because RKt and therefore N%, contains no a-limit points of b. Suppose, otherwise,

that there is an orbit ¥={<j>,x,feR} that is contained in N$. Define £,:=<Me, i£0; the sequence

[Z,i]Zi has a limit point in N% because N% is compact This isa contradiction, since N% contains

no a-limit points. All points of RK tend to AT as t-H-oo and they are eventually in N%. On the

other hand, the orbits of all points of N% intersect 3Nf. Thus, all orbits in RK hitdN%.

If we restrict the canonical projection map to BN$ we get by the above, that n(dN%)=Q. Since

dN$ is a smooth manifold and it a smooth map, we get that the image of the continuous map

n\dNt is compact because 3A£ is. Thus Qis compact (see Munkres [Mu], p.167).

An open cover of Q is obtained as follows: first, find another neighborhood N% such that

§t(N%)cN% for all />0. For all points xeNf, find aneighborhood Ux in N%K and alocal Lyapunov

surface V, as in Cor.2 that is mapped diffeomorphically to J^V*), a neighborhood of n(x) in Q.

The iziVJ cover Q:

Since Q is compact, we can find a finite subcoven

«=i

where the Vt- are neighborhoods of the points x,-, i=l,..jn.
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This finite cover will be used to get a global section of the quotient tzRk-*Q> te* a smooth map

siQ->RK such that n(s(x))=x on Q.

Note that we already have local sections (sections defined on open subsets of Q). These are

obtained (see Fig.2.1) by mapping back to RK, using the rectifying diffeomorphism \\fh the neigh

borhoods of the x{.

Si*yto%

sMVd-*Vi<zRK

To get the global section, we need to patch together the local ones; this is accomplished using a

partition of unity subordinate to the open sets {ji(V/),/=1,..,/«} and the following transition maps :

On a non-empty intersection n(Vdnn(Vj)*0 the map:

ykjisfoWnnWd) -• R

sending x to:

ykj<x)=ir£{\t\'4feVk}

is smooth and satisfies:

^H(Y^{p))^{p)), peJc(V/)nw(VrA)

When j=k, we have: yjfip^FQ^. On triple intersections we have the consistency condition:

7^,<p)Hrtt(^(p))+Yjb^£(p)). *

Let {a,-,/=l,..,m} be the functions that define the partition of unity (i.e. suppOi<zx(yi) and

m

^Zpiip^iypeQ). The expression for the global section s can now be given on each open set
i=l

n(Vd:

proved using the group property of the flow:

st^(ydSk)^i>^ydsk)Myh<sdtsd)^ydsid^ia<SiUd
and on the'other hand .JF<KY/iCy,),Ji). Comparing, wegetthedesired result.
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m

s(p)=$( 2 <*fy>yrji(st{p))A<P)) forpen(Yd

We claim that this gives aconsistendy defined s on all of Q. To show this, take anon-empty

intersection ic(yj)nx(yd*0frk. We have two expressions for sip) for points p in the intersec

tion:

^OH>(Zo9<p^i(p))A<p))

&>*(Ip&yTuto&))jfr)) (b)

We must show that the expressions (a),(b) for s(p) are equal:

(*H>(2a/0)Y^*(p))A(p))=

^(So*(p)Y^t(p)),(t>(Yjb<^))^)))=

=*(Sa»(P)Ytt(^*(p))+Y«(J,(p))^(p))=

substituting for ytt using the consistency relation:

H>(Z«i(P)CY^(p))-Ytt(^))]njb<^))^^))=

^(Za/(P)Yi<^)H-ZaKP)+l)Yfa<^(p))^i(p))=

and the result follows from the partition of unity:

=^(Lok(p)yh<Si(p)Ui(p)Ma)

It is clear that s is smooth and one-to-one. It remains to show that the image of Q under s is

transverse to the flow. We know the local sections are transverse to b by construction of the

local Lyapunov surfaces VL. On each Vh s modifies the local section Si using the flow <|> and a

smooth function /that moves each point of ^{JtTO) along the orbit Here:

^(p))=Sa>(P)YA<P))
j

Therefore, Lemma 2 applies and the modified section is also transverse to the flow. D
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ProofofCorollary:

It has been proved that Q is a compact manifold. To show RK is diffeomorphic to QxR, assume

given a global section s, constructed as in the previous proof. Then, the flow 4> gives the required

diffeomorphism <(>; we have:

$:QxR->RK

(fM)l-*t>(M(p))

and <)> is obviously smooth.

It is onto, since, for any yeRKt we can find a f'eR such that foy^x'eS; then (-rV) goes to y,

where s(py=xf.

It is one-to-one since if 4>(^)=<t)(f'̂ 0 we must have p=p' since s is one-to-one and orbits do not

intersect Then t=t\ by uniqueness of solutions to the flow. D
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223 Lyapunov Surfaces of Critical Elements

Before we can define global Lyapunov functions, we must discuss Lyapunov surfaces for critical

elements.

A critical element a is a repellor if its stable manifold is trivial. By reversing the flow direc

tion, a repellor becomesan attractingset Thus we have:

Lemma 3:

If a is a repellor, there is a complete Lyapunov surface for a in any given neighborhood of it.

A critical element a is called a saddle if it has non-trivial stable and unstable manifolds. We dis

tinguish saddle equilibria and saddle orbits . A saddle's region of attraction is its stable manifold,

which is not an open subset of Rn; thus there is no concept of complete Lyapunov surfaces for saddles.

However, the 'future' orbits of points close to the stable manifold pass close to the unstable manifold of

a. We are therefore interested in Lyapunov surfaces in neighborhoods of the stable and unstable mani

folds. We give separately the cases of a beingan equilibrium and a closed orbit

Saddle Equilibria:

Let a be a hyperbolic equilibrium of index k,0<k<n. W(a), its unstable manifold, is k-

dimensional and W(a), the stable manifold, is (n-k)-dimensional. The two manifolds are invariant

under b and intersect transversely at a:

^0wM(a)<P^0n<y)=7'oR',

As we saw in the previous section, on Wfa) we can find a complete Lyapunov surface S*(o) for

a as an attracting set on W*(a). Similarly, we can find a complete Lyapunov surface S"(o) on W"(a),

since a is a repellor on W"(a).

Consider the normal bundle NW*(a) and its restriction to Ss, NW(p)\p. We can find a tubular

neighborhood of 5* in NW^a)!^ of size e; this means that all points on the neighborhood are a distance

less than e from 5*. This neighborhood Ne(Ss) can be made transverse to the flow, since Ss is transverse
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and it is also compact (since transversality holds on a neighborhood of any given point we cover Ss

with finitely many such neighborhoods and make e small enough so that N^S*) is inside the union of

these neighborhoods). A similar construction gives a transverse neighborhood of 5", N^S") in

NW"(a)lr The two neighborhoods are then Lyapunov surfaces for b. Note, finally, that we can

assume that they are disjoint by making them sufficiendy small.

Saddle Orbits:

Let a be a hyperbolic closed orbit It has a k-dimensional unstable manifold W"(Gr), (0<fe<n-l)

and a (/ir-£-l)-dimensional stable manifold W*(a). We have the splitting: TJ^TxW\a}*TxW'(a) where

rxW"(o)nr»W(a)=<fr(x)>.

The construction above for equilibria extends to the present case with minorchanges.
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23 Lyapunov Functions

We are now ready to define Lyapunov functions globally. First we find Lyapunov functions

defined in a region of attraction of an attracting set K. This is a simple application of the existence

theory of section 22. Then, Lyapunov functions on the whole of Rn are obtained using the propagation

of Lyapunov surfaces past saddle critical elements which is given in section 232.

23.1. Lyapunov Functions from Complete Lyapunov Surfaces

Corollary 2.1 establishes that for an attracting set K, its region of attraction RK is diffeomorphic

to QxR, where Q is the quotient manifold Rgj- under the regular equivalence of belonging to the same

orbit The diffeomorphism $:QxR->RK can then be used to map functions on <2xR to Lyapunov func

tions on RK.

Definition 3:

A continuous function V defined on an open subset UdRn is a Lyapunov function for the vector

field beD^R") if:

(i) V is constant on each attracting set and on each critical element,

(ii) V is smooth on U-Q(b) and

(Hi) dV(b)<0 everywhere on U-Cl(b) (alternatively, ify=$pc,t>0, then V(y)<V(x)).

Fix an attracting set K. Consider the following class of functions L(K) on QKxR:

aeL(K) iff

(i) a is smooth and maps QKxR-^R: (p,x)-^a(p,x).

da(ii) for every pe QK#(p,.):R->R is a diffeomorphism and let us assume that -r-(p,z)>0.
&z

Also consider a smooth stricdy monotone increasing function v:R-»R+.
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Theorem 3:

To every a€L(K) and v as above, there corresponds a Lyapunov function V defined on Rg. Con

versely, if V is a Lyapunov function on RK, we can findfunctions a of class L(K) and v as above

such that V is obtained from them.

Proof:

For each xeR, a(.,x) is a smooth function from QK to R and as x varies, we foliate QrXR with

the graphs of the functions a(.,x). The map:

QKxR -> QKxR

(p,x)l-Kp,a(p,x))

is a diffeomorphism which we call a".

We also have the diffeomorphism <£ mapping 2*xR to RK. Now simply define, for xeRK:

V{x^VoK^-aTx4"\x)

where TCt is the projection (p,x)-»x. V is obviously a smooth function from RK to R+.

To check that it is a Lyapunov function, note that the level sets [V=constant} are the images

under «j) of a(.,x) for each x. These, as we can see from Lemma 2.2, are transverse to the flow

and hence are complete Lyapunov surfaces. O
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232 Classification of Global Lyapunov Functions

In section 2.2.2 Lyapunov surfaces were obtained for saddle critical elements in neighborhoods of

their stable and unstable manifolds. The flow of the vector field can be used to propagate the Lyapunov

surfaces near the stable manifold to the Lyapunov surface near the unstable one. With this technique

we can then discuss global Lyapunov functions whose level sets intersect more than one region of

attraction and are defined globally, on the whole of R".

Propagation of Lyapunov Surfaces past a Saddle:

The flow close to the unstable manifold of a saddle a passes near the saddle and then stays close

to the stable manifold of a (see Fig.2.2). This allows us to define a diffeomorphism between the "punc

tured" Lyapunov surfaces N(S*)-SS and N\SU)-SU. The Lyapunov surfaces Ss and Su have to be

removed since W* and W" are invariant under the flow.

Theorem 4:

Let c be a saddle critical element. We can find punctured Lyapunov surfaces N(fF)-Ss and

NXSy-S" and a smooth positive real function a:N(Ss)-Ss^>R+ such that NXS")-SU is the

diffeomorphic image ofN^Sy-S* under the map:

x-^(sl(x)^c)

Proof:

We do separately the cases of a an equilibrium and a closed orbit

Case 1: Saddle Equilibrium:

Let a have index k,0<k<n. It is known ([P-D]) that there is a homeomorphism h that takes a

neighborhood Uofa to an open set ofRn, sending a to O and on which the push-forward h*b of

the vector field b is the simple linear vector field:

5=
/* o
0 -/^t 5
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The general solution of the above linear equation is:

WO
fcG) e^2(0)

«-*, $,(0)€R*, 42(0)eR

We can assume that the neighborhoods of S1 and Su found in section 2.2.2, N^S*) and N^S") are

in {/ and do not intersect Also suppose that the image under h of U is a ball around 0,

If we have an initial condition close to S9, i.e. £2(0) is close to 5* and 1^(0)1 is non-zero and small

relative to t$2(0)l, then we can find a time T>0 such that e_7^2(0) is arbitrarily smalll and ^(0)

is larger than t\.

Thus it is clear that if ^(0) is sufficiendy small, the orbit of Si<Q>
^2(0)

intersects KNfCS^S"). It

also follows that for the linear vector field, a small punctured neighborhood of h(S") is mapped by

the flow onto a small neighborhood of A(5*). Thus hiNiPyS") is mapped by the homeomorphism

h onto a neighborhood KN'iS'y-S*) of h(S").

Having established that there is a continuous 1-1 and onto map between the two neighborhoods,

we can map back using h and get a diffeomorphism between them in Rn, by the flow

diffeomorphism <K^).

Case 2: Saddle Closed Orbit:

Let a have index k , 0<k<n-l.

The Poincare map P^ on a local Lyapunov surface L of a point jcea is locally equivalent to one

of the following maps (see Theorem 5.5 of [P-D],p.72):

Ai =

Al =

5+0
0C+

B+0
0C_

. A? =

.4=

B-0
0C

B-0
0C

where B^Wk where Ik is the k-dimensional identity matrix, C+=2/rt_l_Jk and 5_ and C_ differ from

B+ and C_ only in that their (1,1) elements have a negative sign. Thus, Aje R(*"1)x(*"1), /=1,2,3,4.
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The solution of the discrete system:

is ^y=(Aiy^o. hi particular, there are contracting and expanding directions as in the case if the

linear flow above. And just as in case 1, a point close to the stable manifold of o on 2 gets

mapped close to the unstable manifold of a on I (see Fig.2.3). Reasoning as in the previous

case, we get a diffeomorphism between the sets Zn(iV(S0-50 and In(JV(S"HS,0. U

Remark:

In Morse theory, one is interested in describing how the maps given above for saddle elements

contribute to the relative cohomology of the level sets of Morse functions. Although the homological

aspects of this transformations of Lyapunov surfaces around saddles is interesting and may lead to a

deeeper understanding of optimal control for dynamics of class D(RB) (see chapter 3), we shall leave

the topic for future research.

Classification of Global Lyapunov Functions:

First, we motivate the basis for our classification method by an example. Consider a vector field

in the plane with the phase portrait of Fig.2.5(a) (its orbit diagram is shown in Fig.2.5(b)). There are

three attractors and two saddles. In Figs.2.5(c) and (d) we show two possible global Lyapunov func

tions by plotting a few of its Lyapunov surfaces. In chapter 3 we shall see how for some optimal con

trol problems (and related large deviation problems) a Lyapunov function is the optimal cost functional

starting from a given attractor. It is easy to see that in case (c) optimal exit is from saddle <y2 while in

case (d) it is from saddle s\, since it is less costiy to take those paths (one should view the Lyapunov

surfaces as isocost surfaces).

We would like a classification scheme that differentiates between these two types of Lyapunov

function on the basis of the qualitative feature that exit paths go through different critical elements.

The aim is then to generalize this to all vector fields of class D(R").
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In order to get different kinds of Lyapunov functions than those obtained in section 22 we need

to abandon complete Lyapunov surfaces. In particular, we will use Lyapunov surfaces that are global

sections of QK butwith the unstable manifolds of some critical elements removed (Fig.2.4).

A global Lyapunov function is always increasing as we move on a stable manifold from the ©-

limit set to the a-limit set of the manifold. The converse holds for an unstable manifold. As we move

on a chain of manifolds starting from an attractor, we want to define a Lyapunov function consistendy.

To do this, we have imposed the no-cycle condition in Chapter 1. The best way to book-keep the

different possible global Lyapunov functions is to look at the orbit diagram of b. There, we can clas

sify all the global Lyapunov functions by specifying an order on the set of critical elements of each

index level. We now make precise the above ideas.

Definition 4:

Let a be a critical element of index k , k>0 such that Wu(d)nRll*0, where RK is the region of

attraction of some KeA(b). We call a a k-ancestor ofK.

Similarly, if o^ and a2 are critical elements with kx<k2 and are such that Wu(a2)nWs(<3])*0, we

call 0*2 &k-ancestor ofoi and ax a k-descendant ofc2.

Let the orbit diagram of the vector field 6eD(Rft) have /o>0 attracting sets and /j£0 critical elements of

index k (l<k£n) (all numbers are finite). In numbering critical elements and attractors, we shall use

superscripts to denote index and subscripts for ordering. Let mi be the number of ^-ancestors of the

critical element (or attractor) O; of index kx.

Define the sets:

tf=U,2,..,n}

<^{af,oi..,a{;} , k<=N

vVJVl^^] ,kxJc2eN ,k2>h ,c-leckl
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v(<£)=uv*«£)
h>kx

c* is the set of critical elements of b of index k while v/ counts the ^-ancestors of a*.. Finally, v,'" is

the set of all ancestors of oy". Note that

u

ky=Q (=1

Since an orbit diagram, considered as a set with the order relation < is not even a partially-

ordered set we shall need to proceed inductively. This will require examining generalized orbit

diagrams, where the nodes are not single attracting sets or critical elements but groups of them. The

price we pay in added complexity of the relevant statements is offset by the sharpness of the results.

To see this we first remark that a given global Lyapunov function orders all members of

Q(b)=La(b)uL<0(b):

Remark:

Suppose a global Lyapunov function V is given for the vectorfield 6eD(R"). Then the members

of£l(b) (attracting sets and critical elements) and hence the sets ck and v(a) for all GeQ.(b) are

ordered in a unique way by the Lyapunov function: given any two a,-, ajeQQb), a^(<)Gj if and

onlyifV(cd<(<)V(aj).

We now arrive at the general scheme by giving a number of steps that will lead to the desired

classification theorems.

Step 1: Identify clusters {C,}t- of nodes. These are subsets such that if ceCi of index k, then there is a

path down from a to K, different from itself, passing nodes of the same cluster and each C, is con

nected as a graph.

Step 2: For each attractor, look at the set v(K) , KeA(b). Discard any node a that is such that there is

a chain of nodes (other than itself) joining a to K. (This is because a Lyapunov function strictly

increases as we move up a branch of the orbit diagram; e.g. in Fig.2.6 we cannot ever have
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Vic^Via2).)

Step 3: Call the nodes in v(K) remaining after the discarding process in each cluster a proper-ancestor

set (p.a. set). Fix orderings on the proper-ancestor sets of all attractors that is consistent. This means

that if Ci and C2 are proper-ancestor sets of two attractors such that CxnC2 * 0, then the intersection

the two orderings coincide.

Step 4: After discarding elements of each cluster and ordering select the first node for each p.a. set of

each attractor. This is the first saddle critical element to be swept by Lyapunov surfaces starting from

each RK. For every attractor look at all attractors that adjoin it by these selected saddle elements.

Order the attractors by looking at the order of the selected first elements (there may be more than one

first attractors). We have the Lemma:

Lemma 4:

Consider the set K<f=i\jKi)uWu(a)ua composed ofa saddle critical element that is ordered first

according to steps 1-4 above, its unstable manifold and attractors that are connected to a in the

orbit diagram. Then Ka is an attracting set (with boundary) and hence has Lyapunov functions

defined in its region of attraction.

The proof follows from the results on the propagation of Lyapunov surfaces past saddles. It consists of

patching together the neighborhoods that yield a complete Lyapunov surface (see proof of existence

theorem) except the ones that intersect W"(a) with a local Lyapunov surface WXa^-tV^cr).

Step 5: Consider the sets Ka (by convention, K0 means that attractor Kwas not ordered first in step 4.

There isa generalized orbit diagram associated with this new set ofattractors. Its nodes are the sets Ka

and the remaining critical elements and the branches are formed in the obvious way: connect node af to

node Gj if there was at least one arrow connecting them in the original orbit diagram.

Step 6: Repeat steps 1-4 for the new diagram.

Step 7: Apply step 5 again and continue with step 6 until all critical elements are taken care of.
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Example: In Fig.2.7, we give the steps of this procedure until we exhaust the critical elements of b.

The previous discussion has proved the following fundamental theorem on the classification of

global Lyapunov functions:

Theorem 5:

Fix an ordering of the proper-ancestor sets.

Then any two global Lyapunov functions with the same ordering yield the same qualitative

behavior of exit paths, i.e. exit from each attractror goes through the same sequence of saddle

critical elements for both Lyapunovfunctions.

Conversely, there exists a global Lyapunov function such that the ordering it induces on the

proper-ancestor sets according to its value on the elements of Cl(b) coincides with the given one.
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CHAPTER 3: OPTIMAL CONTROL USING LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS

Large deviation theory leads to certain nonlinear optimal control problems with a quadratic cost-

of-control functional and control objective of going against the uncontrolled flow away from an attractor

and exiting from its region of attraction.

It turns out that these optimal control problems are sometimes solved by a Lyapunov function: the

cost of control is given by the difference in the Lyapunov function values. The condition under which

this happens is a form of controllability that relates the control system dynamics to the Lyapunov func

tions of the uncontrolled dynamics. Along any orbit this condition is satisfied for the general control

system that has at least two controls.

Using Lyapunov functions to solve optimal control problems yields qualitative insight into the

geometry of the optimal control paths; for example, exit from a region of attraction occurs from the

'closest' saddle critical element. This insight can be exploited to obtain solutions to specific problems:

we do this for the case of the Josephson junction.
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3.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we pose and solve optimization problems for a special class of control dynamics

and a quadratic cost-of-control functional. It is important to point out that even though the dynamics

considered are nonlinear, we are far from treating the most general case. By thus restricting ourselves,

however, we are able to develop a geometric framework that yields substantial results for this class of

nonlinear systems.

The key to our treatment is the Hamiltonian approach that leads, in our case, to controls of a

feedback form* and to a sufficiency theory that is closely related to that of Boltyanskii [Bo] and Young

m.

The aim of this chapter is to generalize the case of gradient systems with non-singular control

matrix to the case of dissipative dynamics with possibly singular control matrix. What makes this gen

eralization possible is a form of controllability that relates the control dynamics to Lyapunov functions.

In section 3.2, we present this form of controllability. We give local and global conditions and try to

answer the question of which dynamics are controllable. The optimal control setup is given in section

3.3.1 and the main results of this chapter are stated and their significance briefly discussed. Their proof

is given in section 3.3.2. Section 3.4 is devoted to applications of the theory. In section 3.4.1 it is

shown how the saddle exits can be used as a guide in obtaining solutions to nonlinear optimal control

problems and the Josephson junction is given as a simple example in section 3.4.2.

3.2. Lyapunov Controllability

We are considering nonlinear control system dynamics of the form:

xf=b(xd+c(xt)u

^(x^-fpMui (1)

where 6€D(R") and a,-,/=l,..,m are smooth, complete vector fields on R*. We call a the control matrix

and the pair {b,a} the control dynamics (CD).
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We can make sense of the above equation in two ways, depending on the concept of control we

are using:

(i) m:[0J1->Rw is a piecewise continuous function of t.

(ii) u:Rn-»Rm is a piecewise continuous function of x.

We call controls of type (1) open-loop controls and denote them by PC([0J];Rm) and those of

type (ii) feedback controls and denote them by PC(Ra;R*). A more general setting requires the control

u to lie in some subset of R"; thus, we have:

(iii) «:[0,7]—»t/ is piecewise continuous and UdRm, U closed.

(iv) u:[OtT\->U(x) is piecewise continuous and U(x)dRmyceRn, U(x) closed.

The differential equation (1) is well-defined in all these cases (almost everywhere).

Remark:

Most practical controllers use feedback control. However, modem optimal control formulations

use open-loop controls, since this allows more general classes of controls functions (u can be a meas

ure). By restricting ourselves to feedback controls we seem to be losing some of the recent theory, but

in our case this is not relevant since the control indicatrix will always be convex in the problems we

shall treat

We now turn to the study of the connections between the control system dynamics and global

Lyapunov functions. Our definitions are motivated by the large deviation problems associated to the

system (1).

Definition 1:

The control dynamics {b&} are called singular at ^Rm if <[al(x\..,Gjx))>*TxRn (for example,

if m<n). They are called singular if they are singularfor some xe Rn.
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Definition 2:

The indicatrix I(x)cTxR* of the control dynamics {b,o} at a pointxeRb is defined by:

I(xMverjfc*.v=&(x)+a(x)u, ueU(x))

I(x) is a closed set All information pertaining to accessibility problems for the control dynamics (1) is

contained in the field of indicatrices. For example, if I(x) contains a neighborhood of 0 for all xeR"

then we can reach any desired point from any given starting point in finite time.

When we consider controls of type (ii), we have that I(x) is an affine subspace of TxRn and is a

convex set

Now suppose we are given a Lyapunov function V for the dynamics be D(R"). On the open set

Rn-Cl(b) the gradient one-form dV is non-zero.

Definition 3:

The control dynamics [b,o] are said to be V-controlIable at xeRn-Q.(b) if for some ie {l,..^n}

we have:

dV(<*i(.x))*0

They are said to be V-controllable // they are V-controllable at every xe Rn-Q(b).

We call the control dynamics Lyapunov controllable if we canfind a Lyapunov function Vfor

which they are V-controllable.

We have the following alternative global definition of V-controllability:

Lemma 1:

The control dynamics are V-controllable if and only if there exist smooth functions a,-, z=l,..,m

from Rn-Q(b) to R such that the vector field:

«=i
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satisfies: dV(X)*0 everywhere on Rn-Q(b).

Of interest is also the converse question:

Given the control dynamics [b,o}, can we determine whether they are Lyapunov controllable?

If [b,G] are nonsingular for all xsR", then they are Lyapunov controllable. The general answer is not

known in the singular case. A partial answer is given by the following result

Lemma 2:

m

Let a,-, *=l,..,m be smooth functions from Rn-Q(b) to R such that X(x)=^ai(x)Gi{x)e<b(x)> for
c=l

all xeRn-a(b).

Then the control dynamics are Lyapunov controllable.

Much stronger results hold for the case of controls of type (i) or (ii). They are genericity results and

say that in dimension m>l, the typical control dynamics are V-controllable if we restrict attention to a

low-dimensional submanifold of Rn.

Definition 4:

Given a k-dimensional submanifold M ofRn-Cl(b) and a Lyapunov function V, we say that {b>G)

is V-controllable on M if it is V-controllable at each xeM.

We now have the theorem:

Theorem 1:

Let m>2 and a Lyapunov function V be given.

Given an (m-l)-dimensional submanifold M of Rn-£l(b), control dynamics [b,G] and any neigh

borhood N of [b,G] in the space of control dynamics *, we can find control dynamics [brf) in N

that are V-controllable on M.

The space of control dynamics is metrized in a natural wayasa product space of smooth vector fields.
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In particular, the set of trajectories ofb in RK that are V-controllable is dense in Q=Rk/~-

We can also make a genericity statement in the space of Lyapunov functions:

Theorem 2:

Let m22. Let a (m-l)-dimensional submanifoldM of Rn-Q(b) be given.

Let control dynamics [b,G] be given such that Gt, 1-l^.jn are non-vanishing vector fields on

Rn-Q(b).

Given a Lyapunov Junction V on Rn-Q(b), we can find a Lyapunov function Y in any given

neighborhood of V and control dynamics [btG'} close to {b,G} such that {brf} are V-

controllable.

Remarks:

1) The genericity results above imply that in the general case, the control vector fields Gi,G2y..yGm

are almost everywhere non-zero.

2) One can extend the genericity stamenent in Theorem 1, always in the case m>2, to controlla

bility of the control dynamics [b,G] with respect to representatives of all the possible types of global

Lyapunov functions of chapter 2.

The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are based on the transversality theorem. We give only the proof of

Theorem 1, since the other proof is similar.

Proof of Theorem 1:

Since Cl(b) is a closed set D±Rn-Q(b) is open and is hence a manifold. On Z), dV is a non-

vanishing one-form. It defines a smooth, (n-l)-dimensional subbundle B of the (n-dimensional)

tangent bundle TD of D by:

BrlveTJMWJFO)

Now consider each at- as a section of the tangent bundle TD, i.e. G-iD-iTD. We state the ele

mentary transversality theorem that we shall use (see, for example, Golubitsky and Guillemin [G-
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G],p.56):

Theorem (Elementary Transversality Theorem):

Let X and Ybe smooth manifolds and Wa smooth submanifold of Y.

Then, the set of smooth mappings ofXtoY which intersect Wtransversely is dense in C°(X,Y)

and ifWis closed, then this set is also open.

Theorem 3.1 follows from the transversality theorem above and the fact that the zero set of the typical

m-vector function with components aV(fs$ has dimension (n-m). Thus, the intersection of this zero set

with a typical m-dimensional submanifold is empty. Thedetails are omitted. •
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33. Optimal Control Using Lyapunov Functions

33.1. Optimal Control Setup and Basic Results

Consider the control dynamics {b,G} with controls of type (i) of section 3.2. Introduce, for a

control function u of type (i) the cost functional:

T

J(u)=±)\u(t)\2dt
2o

We will be interested in control problems of the following form:

(i) Fix a normal tubular neighborhood Ne(K)cRK of the attractor Ke A(b).

(ii) Fix a point xeRfc-Nt(FC).

Assume there are control functions ue Vji>C([0,r];Rm) such that if <j>([0Jl) is the corresponding solu-
7e R

tion of the control system dynamics x=b(x)+G(x)u, then <|>([0,T])cK£, <|>(0)eNe(K) and <K7>=x. Such

controls are called admissible and we denote them by C(KJte(K)jc).

Now the optimal control problem is:

Optimal Control Problem:

Assume C(KJfz(K)fi*0.

Find ueC(Kfre(K)jc) such that:

J(u*)= inf J(u)
«GC(*:,tfe(K),x)

The dependence on the tubular neighborhood is avoided by defining the function of x only:

VQc)=sup inf J(u)

It is easy to see that the above function is well-defined. Note, however, that there may not be a control

function ue ^jPC([0,71;R^ that provides the minimum (because it would have to be defined on an
TeR
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infinite time interval).

By finding the supremum over all normal tubular neighborhoods of K, we are essentially taking the

limit as e-»0 (since for e'<£, N^(K)cNt(K)).

Letus also consider the dependence of the optimal control problem on the terminal point x.

Definition 5:

Apoint xeRK is called accessible from K if (~\C(KJNz(K),xyfi0.

The set of accessible points from K is denoted by A(K) (note that A(K)cRK).

We have the result that

Lemma 3:

Under the Lyapunov controllability assumption, the setA(K) is open.

Using the genericity results of the previous section, we can prove that all the saddle critical elements

that form the proper-ancestor sets of the attractors of b are accessible from their attractors:

Lemma 4:

The elements of the proper-ancestor sets ofeach attractor Kare, for the generic control dynamics

[b,G], accessible from K in the sense that they are in A(K).

Using the above control setup, we are now ready to state the fundamental results relating Lyapunov

controllability and nonlinear optimal control.

Theorem 3:

Let V0 be a Lyapunovfunction for the dynamics beD(Rn).

Let [b,G] be Lyapunov controllable with respect to V0 and let the proper ancestor set of each K

be accessible from K (alternatively, suppose [b,G) is generic in the sense of the above Lemma).

Fix an attracting set Ke A(b).
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//:

(i) g(x) isfull rankfor all xeRK or

(ii) each optimal control function u(t) is non-vanishing in A(K) and the optimal flow in state

space has no stationary points in A(K) (i.e. x*0)

Then:

The optimal control problem is solved in the setA(K) by a feedback control:

u(x)=GT(x)p(x)

with p(x>=VV(x), where Vis a Lyapunovfunction for b.

Moreover, for any KeA(b) such that condition (i) or (ii) above holds, the optimal exit path from

Rk is along a trajectory y such that:

Kmy(t)eK
r-»-oo

limy(t)eG*

where G* is the saddle critical element that is 'closest' to Kin the sense that V(G*)=minV(G).
a

Finally, the optimal exit cost is equal to: V(g*)-V(K).

Corollary:

For an attractor KeA(b) such that the conditions of theorem 3 are satisfied, the Lyapunov func

tion V defined above satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation:

ot(x)VV(x)+±Wt(x)ggt(x)VV(x)=0

in the set A(K).

The proof of the above results is given in the next section.
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33.2. Proof of Basic Results

The proof of Theorem 3 is divided into several steps. First we use the VVcontrollability of the

control dynamics to prove that the set A(K) contains the interior -relative to the flow of b- of all the

complete Lyapunov surfaces of VQ and a neighborhood of every proper ancestor set of K.

Next by standard existence theorems we prove that an optimizing control exists for all xeA(K).

This is easy, since our cost functional J is convex.

At this point we introduce the Hamitonian H(x,p) related to the optimal control problem. We use

it to show that on each optimal path p*0. In the case a(x) full rank, this immediately gives that the

function Vdefined by jpdx is smooth in R^ and is aLyapunov function. Li the more general case, we

need the assumption (ii) of the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 33:

The aim of the proof is to construct the function V. It is this construction that is the new feature

of this result (remember that the traditional sufficiency theory suffers from an inability to show

the existence of this function, which, if it exists and is smooth, then gives directly trajectories that

are optimal - see Boltyanskii [Bo]).

It is easy to see that for every point xeA(K) the set C(Af,We(£);c) is non-empty for sufficiendy

small e. Since our cost functional is convex, we get direcdy the existence of an optimal trajec

tory solving the optimal control problem.

This optimal trajectory satisfies the Pontryagin maximum principle. If we define the pre-

Hamiltonian:

H0(x^u)=pHb(x)+G(x)u)-^\u\2

and form the Hamiltonian by maximization:

H(xj>)= sup HQ(x4>,u)=pTb(x)+—pTG(x)GT(x)p

then, there is a solution of the system:
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x=-^=6(x)+a(x)aT(x)p

P=-~=-VKx)p-/-^a(x)ar(x)p

(where the last term is to be interpretedin the sense that for each component of p, pit the term in

t o _/ \_r/Pi is the following: pT-r—G(x)G1(x)p) defined on an interval [0,7], with initial condition
OX;

x(0)ejVe(AT) and terminal condition x(7>x and such that the optimal trajectory coincides with the

x-trajectory of theabove system. The optimal control is: u*(x,p)=ar(x)p.

Next note that the function H is invariant under the flow of the above system:

dH dH^ dH .37/ 37/ dH dH Q
dt dx 3p 3x dp dp dx

Also note that in (x^)-space, the plane {(x,p): p=0] corresponds to the trajectories of the uncon

trolled system, which are also optimal for the quadratic cost functional, but are attracted to K

instead of going against the flow as we desire. In any case, in (x^)-space, H gives rise to a flow,

and hence we can assume uniqueness and existence of solutions there. This means that on any

optimal trajectory other than the uncontrolled ones, we have: /wO everywhere.

If g is full rank, we can proceed to define the function V. If not we need the condition (ii) of

the theorem.

T

The assumption x*0 tells us that the definition of the quantity Vby: V(T)=jp(t)x(t)dt along any
o

optimal path starting from a point on Ne(K) makes sense. Moreover, (see Arnol'd's book [Ar2]),

there is a standard way of using the optimal flow to propagate an (n-l)-dimensional initial

Lagrange submanifold to obtain an m-dimensional Lagrange submanifold that defines a function

of x in (x,p)-space (see also Maslov [M]). Thus the function V is really a function of xr.

V(xy=jpdx and p is a function of x. In fact: p(x)=VV(x). To obtain a proper initial (n-1)-

dimensional submanifold, we have to take the limit, as e goes to zero of the normal tubular

neighborhoods of K and set p=Q. If we then substitute p=VV in the Hamiltonian and look at the

level set (//(x^)=0}, we obtain the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of the corollary.
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Now from this equation we see that since u(x)=GT(x)p(x) is non-zero everywhere, the quadratic

term in the equation is positive and hence the first term bT(x)W(x) is negative. This means the

function V is a Lyapunov function in A(K).

Finally, to get the saddle exit we need to extend the construction above to the part of the boun

dary of RK that is accessible. This is possible, since we assumed a neighborhood of every ele

ment of the proper ancestor set of AT to be accessible. Then, the function V is defined at least on

these neighborhoods andin addition one can show that no part of an invariant manifold of a criti

cal element can be accessible from Kt without the critical element itself being accessible. This

gives the desired result •
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3.4. Applications

3.4.1. Algorithms for Solving Nonlinear Optimal Control Problems

The previous section tells us that under the conditions of Theorem 3, to find the optimal exit path

from a region of attraction RK, we need only look atthe saddle critical elements belonging to the proper

ancestor set of K. This can result in a significant reduction of the work needed to compute the optimal

control solution. Note, however, that in general, we are still left with a two-point boundary problem.

We can systematize the search further by exploiting the Hamiltonian structure in phase-space and

working backwards from the saddle critical elements. We do so for thecase of a saddle equilibrium:

1) First note that the optimal trajectory lies in the set {(x#): 7/(x,p)=0}.

2) Linearization: Since the optimal control functional V is a Lyapunov function for the vector field b,

we have that near the saddle critical element p=VV-»0 as x->s. Hence, since we also have that

6(x)-»0, we get that x-»0 for the optimal path.

Let us linearize the optimal flow in phase-space:

b(x)+GGT(x)p
-Vbix)p+-£.(pTGGT(x)p)

near (x,p)=(.r,0); calling £ and jc the incremental variables:

Vb(s) ggt(s)
0 -Vb(s)

The 2n eigenvalues at s are therefore the n real eigenvalues of Vb(s) and their negatives: if s is of index

k, Vb(s) has k unstable eigenvalues and (n-k) stable ones. The optimal control introduces k stable

eigenvalues equal and opposite in sign to the unstable ones of b and (n-k) unstable ones equal and

opposite in sign to the stable ones of b.

We should look for the optimal path through the saddle s in a direction belonging to the stable

eigenspace of (j,0) that also belongs to the set {{xp) : H(xj))=0} and does not lie on the space

spanned by the (n-k) stable eigenvectors of Vb(s).
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4

The above suggests the following algorithm for finding an approximate solution to the optimal exit

problem from RK:

1) Select a saddle equilibrium s of the p.a. set of K.

2) Selecta terminal condition for the optimal flow as follows:

Pick a direction:

(n-*) »

t=l j=rt-k+l

where et are the eigenvectors at (s,0) corresponding to the flow of b and fj are the k additional eigen-

A (ft-*)

vectors arising from the optimal control paths that go against the flow of b,5^=1 but £ at<1-
W (=1

Choose e small enough and pick:

tffl-
Propagate this terminal condition backwards in time.

3) If the orbit above diverges from K, choose a new initial condition until K is approached by the back

ward orbit For that choice, compute the optimal cost as follows:

V(syV(k)*\pdx

where x(t) andp(t) are the chosen trajectories in phase-space.

4) Repeat for all the saddle elements in the proper ancestor set of K. The optimal exit path from RK is

the one with the smallest cost

We apply this technique in the next section for the case of the Josephson junction.
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3.43. An Example: The Josephson Junction

The Josephson Junction Model:

The Josephson junction (see Fig.3.1) consists of two superconductors separated by a thin gap. To

model the device, one uses the difference in the wave functions of the two super-conductors (JHhHk-

This leads to a damped sine-Gordon partial differentialequation (see, for example, [L-H]).

The simplified model we shall use is obtained by discretization. It leads to a single-point junction

and has a simple mechanical analogue: a damped pendulum subject to constant external torque. The

electric circuit that corresponds to this model is given in Fig.3.2. Applying Kirchoffs current law at

node 1, one gets:

C~ +j +/0sin(Kfc (1)

where C and R are the junction capacitance and resistance, I0 is the threshold current, I& is the constant

forcing current and the voltage v is related to the wave-function difference $ by:

* A (2)
4ire dt

where h is Planck's constant.

/. 4jtc/ 1
Letting /=—, Q)j- ° and G=——, we can rewrite equation (1) in the normalized variable

I0 hC (OjRC

e=A:
CO/

0+G0+sin0=/ (3)

or, in state space form, with states: x=9 , y=Q:

x=y

y=-Gy-sinx+I (4)

If we use the potential:

t7(9)=-cose-/0
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equation (4) becomes:

x=y

x=-Gy-U'(x) (4a)

Note that the natural state space for (x,y) is not R2 but SlxR (a cylinder). The d\c. current driven

Josephson junction model has been studied for a long time (as a damped forced pendulum) and exhaus

tively (Andronov [An], Levi-Hoppensteadt [L-H] etc.).

The parameters G and / can be considered as bifurcation parameters. Different pairs of values

lead to different phase portraits. We shall be interested in the range of G and / where a stable equili

brium E coexists with a stable running orbit S (a running orbit is a closed orbit in SlxR that wraps

around the cylinder once, i.e. is not homotopically trivial). We summarize in the following result taken

from [L-H]:

Theorem: (Levi,Hoppensteadt)

For /<1 there are two equilibrium points of the system (4) in SlxR: E=(siri~lIy0), an exponentially

stable focus and C=(7C-sin"1/,0), a saddle. In addition, there is a G0(/) such that for 0<G<G0(I)

there is a unique exponentially stable running orbit S.

A typical phase portrait of (4) in the region of G and / above is given in Fig.3.3 ((7=0.5 , /=0.7).

Remark:

A consequence of the above theorem is that for a single value of the current / there are two pos

sible values of the voltage: a zero one corresponding to E and a non-zero one corresponding to S

because, by relation (2), -f-*0 on S.
dt
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Optimal Exit Problems:

When small noise perturbs the dynamics (4) of the junction, transitions between the regions of

attraction of E and S are possible. This means that small noise can cause the junction to switch from a

conducting (v*0) to a non-conducting state (v=0). It is of interest to compute, asymptotically, the pro

babilities of these transitions and to establish, for given values of the bifurcation parameters G and I,

whether the equilibrium E or the running state S is more stable.

Our introduction of control in the Josephson junction model is therefore dictated by the small-

noise setting for it Small noise enters the junction through the y-channel only:

x=y

y=-Gy-sinx+/+G« (5)

with n being white noise. For the control problem associated to this small-noise setup, we consider

instead of n a control action ue R. The cost functional is the quadratic cost-of-control functional of the

optimal control set-up of section 3.3.1.

For the optimal exit from the region of attraction of E, solutions are known and use the energy

function of the junction dynamics. In the physics literature, there have been many attempts to solve the

problem of optimal exit from the region of attraction of S (see Matkowsky etal.[Ma], Risken and Voll-

mer [R-V] and Ben-Jacob etal.[B-J]). Most use formal asymptotic methods and approximate solutions

to the control problem. These approximate solutions are either incorrect ([R-V]), or of limited value,

since (see [B-J]) in the small G limit taken in order to obtain approximate solutions to the control prob

lem, the running orbit S runs off to infinity and thus the problem of relative stability of E and S is

non-existent (see Fig.3.4).

In this section, we give a complete treatment of the optimal exit problem for the two regions of

attraction. We start by giving an explicit optimal feedback control solution to the problem of exit from

RE using the energy function of the junction dynamics, which is also a Lyapunov function for the sys

tem dynamics in RE. We confirm that exit occurs from the saddle point C. Next we see that the

energy function cannot be of help in solving the exit problem from Rs since the energy is not constant
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on S. Rather, we use the algorithmic suggestions of the previous section to obtain the approximate

optimal exit path using computer simulation. We arrive to the conclusion that, for the values of G and

I chosen (G=0.5 , 7=0.7), the equiUbrium E is more stable than the runing orbit S. This is not at all

obvious from the phase portrait of the system dynamics (Fig.3.3).

Exit from RE:

The region of attraction RE of the exponentially stable focus E is bounded by the two trajectories

that form the stable manifold of the saddle equilibrium C (Fig.3.3).

Let us introduce the energy function for the Josephson junction:

Tfryh^f+Uix)

When there is no dissipation (G=0), the energy level sets of T coincide with trajectories of the system

dynamics (in Fig.3.5 we give some of these level sets superimposed on the phase portrait of the dissipa-

tibe system).

We claim that in the case of the junction with dissipation (G*Q), the energy function is a

Lyapunov function for the junction dynamics (4) and also solves the optimal exit problem for the region

of attraction ofE.

Theorem 4:

The energy function T(x,y) is a Lyapunov function for the Josephson junction dynamics (4) in the

open set /?£-{(x,y):y=0}.

Furthermore, in RE, T solves the Hamilton-Jacobi equation:

yTx+Tx(-Gy-smx+I)+GTJ=0

Hence, the feedback control:

u\x,y)=2 [0 G ] Tx =2Gy
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defined in RE is such that every trajectory of the resulting control system dynamics:

x=y

y=Gy-sinx+7

is optimal for the cost functional: J(u)=]\u(t)\2dt.

In particular, optimal exit from RE is from the saddle equilibrium C.

In Fig.3.6 we show the optimal exit path from RE.

Proof:

The partial derivatives of T are:

7>t/'(x)=sinx-/

and

Hence:

dT o^--T^+Ty^isiax-riy+yi-Gy-smx+I^-Gyr
at

which is stricdy less than zero in the set RE-[y=Q} and so T is a Lyapunov function there.

One also easily checks that the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is satisfied:

y(sinx-/)+y(-Gy-sinx+/)+Gy2=0

This equation is true everywhere in R2, but only in RE does it produce optimal paths of the

desired type: going away from an attractor and exiting its region of attraction.

The optimality of the trajectories of the control system in the theorem is a simple consequence of

the Caratheodory theorem. Note that the trajectories of this system are the reflection about the x-

axis of those of the uncontrolled dynamics (4), but with the direction reversed: the optimal vector

field at the point (x,y) is related to the vector field of (4) as follows:

xopt(xy)=-x(x,-y)
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yopt(x^y=y(x-y)

Thus the trajectory that approaches the saddle C is the optimal exitpath from RE. U

Exit from Rs:

The energy function is of no use in the region of attraction of the running orbit S: it is not con

stant on S and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation yields no paths that go away from the attractor S and exit

from Rs (see Fig.3.5). We thus need a more general theory, specifically the results of chapter 3.

We state the basic results for the exit problem from Rs:

Theorem 5:

The exit problem for the Josephson junction is solved in the accessible set A(S)cRs by the feed

back control:

where:

k*(x>=2 [ 0 G ]
Px(x,y)
Pyfay)

= W

with V a Lyapunov function for the uncontrolled dynamics (4) defined in A(S) and satisfying the

Hamilton-Jacobi equation in A(S):

ypx+Py(-Gy-sinx+I)+Gp$=Q

Optimal exit from Rs is from the saddle C.

Proof:

The set A(S) is the open subset of Rs that contains all points of Rs above the x-axis and those

points below that are to the left of the vertical line segment that is tangent to the stable manifold

of C (shaded area in Fig.3.7). Accessibility is easily checked, since at every point (x,y) such that

y>0, the indicatrix I(x,y) is the open half-plane {(v^v^eT^R2: vpO), at every point such that
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y<0 it is the other half-plane and on die line y=0 the indicatrix is the line {v*=0}. In particular, C

is in A(5).

To apply theorem 3.3, we need onlyshow that /yO in the setRs. It would then follow that u is

everywhere non-zero and hence, sincex=y>0 there, Theorem 3.3 is direcdy applicable.

To showthatpy*0, we first form the pre-Hamiltonian:

HoixyfrfytU^p^pyi-Gy-smx+I+Gu)-—u2

Applying the maximum principle gives the Hamiltonian:

H(x1y4}x,pyy=infH0(x,yj}XipyM)=pxy+Py(^y-siTix+I)+Gpj

The optimal control trajectories in (x,yj>x#y) satisfy:

. dH

dH
y=-r—=-Gy-sinx+/+2Gpv

dpy

dH
Px=~-r-=cosxp:

dx

dH_
dy
on „

Py*-—=-Px+Gpy

These trajectories lie on the set {//(x,y^^y)=0}. In fact the trajectories of the system dynamics

with no control are also optimal. For these trajectories, /v=0 and py=Q. Hence, as in the proof of

theorem 3.3, we see that one of the dual variables px and py is non-zero on every other optimal

trajectory.

Now suppose py=Q on a point of an optimal trajectory that connects 5 to a point in Rs. This

means that p^Q there. But by the fact that the trajectory lies in the 0-set of the Hamiltonian, we

deduce that the only way to satisfy H=Q is to have y=0. Thus we have found that only on the x-

axis do we have possibly /y=0. We will obtain a contradiction.
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The trajectory containing this point has started from a neighborhood of S. Since we are assuming

that the trajectory is contained in RSt this implies that at that point in state-space, y>0 and x=0

(see phase portrait Fig.3.3). Therefore, the trajectory must have crossed the x-axis going down at

an earlier time. But on the half-plane {y>0}, x>0 while on the half-plane {y<0}, x<0. This

means that the trajectory must have crossed the x-axis at a point to the right of the point where

Py=0 (see Fig.3.8). And after this point is passed, the trajectory must continue to the right and

has either to cross S again or cross itself. In either case, optimality is easily contradicted (there

cannot be any stationary points of the optimal flow, since x*0). Theorem 3.3 is applicable and

gives the results desired, a

Computed Solutions:

It is not possible to obtain a solution to the optimal control problem in Rs analytically. But we

saw in the previous section that theory gives us some help in searching for a computed solution. To

see how this is applied to our example, it is first necessary to linearize the optimal (Hamiltonian) flow

around the saddle C. In (x^)-space the saddle equilibrium is at

(*0^x^)=fr-sin~l/,0,0,0)

Calling £ the variable of the linearized system, we have:

4=
0 10 0

-(l-ZV-G 0 2G
0 0 0 (l-/2)*
0 0 -1 g

At the saddle, the eigenvalues of the above linear system are:

n#-f*i[c*t4<M»>T

*,4=f±{[GM(l-W

Note that si and s2 are the eigenvalues of the system without the control and s$=-S2 and S4=-S\ are

eigenvalues introduced by the control action. For the range of G and / we are considering, all
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eigenvalues are real, with s2 and j4being negative. Thus even in (x^)-space, C is a saddle equilibrium.

We can compute the eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues: for s\ and j2 they of course

coincide with the directions of the stable and unstable manifold of C and they lie on the plane

{(x,p): p=0):

For the other two eigenvalues, we find:

"3=

"1=

1 1

*1 *2

0 , M2= 0
0 0

1 1

*3

S3

. «4=
S4

-(l-/2)*
*4

Given the relations between the four eigenvalues, we get the projections of these eigenvectors in state

space shown in Fig.3.9.

Now let us see how the theory of section 3.4.1 is applied to this case: for the region of attraction

RE, the exit path (see Fig.3.6) reaches the saddle C in the direction of the stable eigenvalue introduced

by the control, s3. This is the direction that is the reflection about the x-axis of the unstable direction

of the uncontrolled system, as expected. Thus, in this case, we have that the direction of the exit path

is exacdy obtained by the linearization of the optimal flow and coincides with the new stable direction

introduced by the control.

In the case of the region of attraction of the running orbit S, Rs, things are a little more compli

cated: the exit direction is not simply the direction of the new stable eigenvalue, but lies, in (x,p)-space,

in the span of the eigenvectors ux and u3. The shooting method described in section 3.4.1 gives the

approximate exit direction shown in Fig.3.10(a) and the exit path of Fig.10(b).

The optimal exit cost is calculated along the optimal exit path using the integral [pax. In the two

cases, for the parameter values we used in our simulations, where G=0.5 and 7=0.7, we obtained the

costs:

V(Q-V(£)=0.315
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and

V(Q-V(S)=0.0235

Thus, for these parameter values, it is much cheaper to exit from Rs than from RE. As we see in

chapter 4, for the large deviation problem, this means that the equilibrium E is more stable than the

running orbit S.
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CHAPTER 4: LARGE DEVIATIONS

In this chapter we apply the machinery of the previous chapters to large deviation problems in a

global setting.

It is first necessary to prove for singular diffusions the basic estimates (upper and lower bounds)

for the probability that the diffusion path follows a prescribed path in state space. This can be done by

modifying existing proofs in two ways: First, the action functional is written in terms of the control

action required to steer the associated control system along the chosen path. Second, the Girsanov

transformation is applied assuming the existence of a feedback control law on an open set instead of a

single control time-function.

This approach is then applied to the local problem in large deviations: the rare excursions away

from an attractor.but staying in its region of attraction. We clear up questions relating to the choice of

the domain which we want the diffusion to exit from through the use of Lyapunov surfaces.

Finally, we address the global large deviation problem. The machinery of chapters 2 and 3 is

direcdy applicable and so we are able to desribe the transition probabilities of exiting one region of

attraction and moving close to a different attractor.
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4.1. Introduction

In this chapter we put to work the optimal control machinery of chapter 3 in order to solve the

large deviation problem for the diffusion process:

dXhb(Xf)dt+eGQCf)dWt (1)

We improve on the results of Wentzell and Freidlin [W-F] in the following ways:

1) Saddle Exits: Because our global dynamical setting is more specific than that in [W-F] (their

compacta are our attracting sets, but they make no other assumption on the global dynamics-we have

worked with the class D(R")), we are able to obtain stronger results on the qualitative behavior of exit

paths. In particular, in the case of non-singular diffusions the large deviation paths exit a region of

attraction from the 'nearest' saddle (in the sense of control). This is also the case for singular

diffusions, as long as the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied by the optimal control.

2) Singular Diffusions: We claim that substantially the same results hold here as in the non-

singular diffusion case, assuming the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. This is the first occasion

where the geometry of large deviation paths is elucidated for singular diffusions (analytically, singular

diffusions have been treated by Azencott [Az]). The assumptions above seem minimal, in the sense

that if they fail, very little can be said, in general, about the large deviation paths without first solving

the optimal control problem.

3) Algorithmic Implications: As we saw in chapter 3, we can make use of qualitative informa

tion on saddle exits to solve the optimal control problem associated to the large deviation setup (or use

it as a guide in obtaining computed solutions). In the absence of such information, it is very difficult to

solve such nonlinear control problems and hence to describe the large deviation behavior of the

diffusion process.

This last chapter has more the character of an outline. The optimal control set-up of chapter 3 is

directly applicable to the case of non-singular diffusion. Thus we are able to state the results on saddle

exits and the qualitative features of exit paths relevant to class D(Rrt) that improve on the results of
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43, Large Deviation Exit Paths and Transitions Between Attractors

43.1. Local Results: Exit from a Domain

In this section we address the problem of large deviations away from an attractor, but staying in

its region of attraction.

It is customary in large deviation accounts to fix an arbitrary domain D<zRK that has a smooth

boundary dD which is transverse to the flow of b. This suggests to us that good candidates for D are

the interiors of Lyapunov surfaces relative to the flow of b. It is obvious that the large deviation results

critically depend on the choice of this domain: a path that is optimal for one choice of D may not'be

optimal for another (see Fig.4.1).

In general (see Fig.4.2), a path that starts at a point xsRK first visits a neighborhood of the attrac

tor K. It stays there for a long time, occasionally deviating from it but coming back to it without leav

ing D. When a large deviation occurs it is most likely to do so from the point x* on the boundary of D

that minimizes the action functional V.

Before we state and prove the main result we need to make some additional assumptions on the

attractor K and the domain D:

Assumption 1:

On each attractor Ke A(b), there is a trajectory that is dense in K, i.e. such that it crosses every

neighborhood of each point in K.

Now in RK we have available Lyapunov surfaces that we can use to define domains D. To do this, we

consider, for each Lyapunov surface S the interior of S relative to the flow of b:

intS£{x:x=§y ,yeS, r>0}. Moreover, we know that, under the conditions of Theorem 3.3, the optimal

cost functional V is a Lyapunov function for the dynamics b. We now assume the following relation

between S and V: consider V*=inf V(y) (it exists because V is continuous and S is compact).
yeS
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Assumption 2:

The Lyapunov surface Vl(y*) intersects S in a single point y*eS.

The main result of this section can now be stated:

Conjecture 3:

Consider a point xe intVl(V).

Then, given any 8>0:

limPx(Ky-y*l<8)=l

where x^infQCfeS).
t

(For the case of non-singular diffusion, this is Theorem 2.1, chapter 4,p.l08 of [W-F]).

The proofof this conjecture in the case of non-singular diffusion is the same as that in [W-F] and will

notbe given. Here, we generalized the dynamical setting of the local problem by relating the existence

of appropriate domains D to the existence of Lyapunov surfaces. Moreover, we have available enough

Lyapunov surfaces to guarantee the uniqueness of the minimum. In the next section, (as in section 3.3),

this becomes the key to generalizing the control problem from one with terminal points to one with ter

minal surface.
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(2) above, but driven instead by white noise, which, mathematically, is badly behaved (is noteven con

tinuous) . Considering only paths of (2) makes sense because of the following basic result of Varadhan

[V] that says that the support of the diffusion process coincides with the accessible set of the control

system (2).

Theorem: (Varadhan) Support of a Diffusion Process

FixxeR*. Then:

supp(XKx)je [0,7],T6 R}=A(xT

We now state the two basic estimates:

Conjecture 1: (Lower Bound)

Let xeRn and u be a non-vanishing feedback control law defined on an open subset U ofRn such

that U is compact.

Denote <|>,r=<l>„([0,71,x) the trajectory of the system x=o(x)+g(x)u(x) starting at x. Let

1TJ(u)=—[\u(f)\2dt be the cost ofcontrol corresponding to (|>„.

For the diffusion process:

dXf=b(Xf)dt+G(Xf)dWt

with X%=x we have that for 8>0, y>0 there is an e0>0 such that:

/>( sup KH^0k5)2exp[-^tI]

for 0<E<E0.
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Conjecture 2: (Upper Bound)

Let s>0. Let:

<^MM>«(0)=x,/(k)<^

Then, for any 8>0, Y>0 and s&>0, there is an £o>0 such that:

P{sup l^-$(j)|>5)<exp[--^]

These estimates are proved in Wentzell and Freidlin [W-F] using an action functional that is, in the

case of non-singular diffusions, the same as our cost function /. We hope to prove these conjectures

using the Girsanov theorem that employs the feedback control u to change the measure (since we

bounded the control on the set U we are satisfying the conditions in Dceda and Watanabe for the Gir

sanov transformation).
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Wentzell and Freidlin. The extension of these results to the singular case, however, (but with the con

ditions of theorem 3.3 satisfied) is left as a conjecture.

Section 4.2 forms the basis of our treatment of the large deviation problem. It gives the two

basic estimates (lower and upper bounds) that desribe the probability that a diffusion path stays close to

a chosen path of the associated control system. The influence of chapter 3 is evident in that the action

funtional is written in the control sense and the Girsanov transformation (see Girsanov [Gi], Ikeda and

Watanabe [I-W]) uses feedback laws instead of a single control time-function. Section 4.3 introduces

the stability structure of the dynamics of class D(R") to deal with the local problem of large deviations

away from an attractor, but staying in its region of attraction.

Finally, section 4.4 gives the global picture. The rare transitions between regions of attraction are

dealt using the global saddle exit results of chapter 3. Section 4.5 summarizes the results.
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42. Basic Estimates

In [W-F], the two basic estimates (Theorems 2.1 and 22, pp.74-77) give bounds on the probabil

ity that the diffusion will, for a finite time, stay close to a predescribed path in state space. Large devi

ation theory says that even though any path other than that of the drift dynamics b will have asymptoti

cally zero probability of being followed, one can distinguish between these paths: some will be more

likely than others. The key is the two exponential estimates with exponent depending on —r and the
en

action functional V of the selected path. As e-»0, these exponential estimates lead to the selection of

those paths with the minimal action: they become overwhelmingly more likely to be followed. The

principleof this selection process is the following:

Suppose that we have k independent events EJ=ly..Jc, each with probability equal to e e2, where

the Vi are some positive numbers with a unique minimum V* corresponding to event£*. Then, as e-»0,

the conditional probabilities P(Ei\jEj) will all tend to zero except the one corresponding to V*. This is

because we have:

PmKjE-)=-£
v.

Is*
J

which tends to zero. When Et<=E* then the conditional probability tends to one. Thus, as e-»0 event £*

is overwhelmingly more likely to occur, assuming one of the events Et occured.

The generalization of this principle to the infinite dimensional space of paths is called the Laplace

method and is the basis of large deviation theory.

In our treatment we consider only paths which are trajectories of the control system associated to

the diffusion:

x=b(x)+G(x)u (2)

for ue \jPC([0,T]). Note that, in the engineering sense, the stochastic diffusion process is the same as
T
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43.2. Global Results: Transitions Between Attractors

We want to globalize the picture of section 4.3.1. This means that we want to consider all the

attractors of b and large deviations that take us from a neighborhood of one attractor to a neighborhood

of another.

As far as the optimal control setup is concerned, we are now considering the following setup:

Global Optimal Control Setup:

Fix attractors KxJC2e A(R").

Assume that the set of common ancestors ofKi and Ki is non-empty.

Find the optimal cost ofreaching the set B=RKl(~\RK2 starting from a neighborhood N(K{) ofKv

From the theory of chapter 3, we have on each region of attraction RK a feedback control solution:

u!dx)=GT(x)pKix)

where:

Pi^W^x)

(we used the subscript K on the function V to indicate that each function is defined only on a region of

attraction). The functions VK are Lyapunov functions for b on R&.

Call g*k jq the saddle critical element belonging to the set B that minimises VK in B.

V{G"KxK^inf V(x)

We have the result



Conjecture 4:

Fix xeRKi and 5>0.

Then:

76

Um?^-a^K5)=l

where: x%=inf {Xfe/?^}.

Furthermore:

timz2logj£x[xKl)=V(GKlK2)

In thecase of non-singular diffusion, thisconjecture is essentially Lemma 2.1, p.171 of [W-F].
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4.4. Conclusions and Directions for Further Research

The approach of this thesis is, we believe, the most appropriate one for attacking global large

deviation problems for diffusions.

In particular, stability in the sense of the vector field belonging to the class D(Rn) (see chapter 2)

seems essential, if the small noise problems are not to become hopelessly complicated (see, for exam

ple the work by Katok and Kiefer [K-K])). In addition (see chapter 3), it is correct to focus only on

paths that are going away from attractors as likely large deviation paths. The concept of Lyapunov

controllability arises naturally from this approach.

The fact that Lyapunov functions solve optimal control problems associated to the large deviation

setting is not surprising, but is pleasant since it allows substantial geometrical information to be

extracted on the exit paths. The conditions of theorem 3.3 seem minimal for this generalization of gra

dient vector fields to work. From an optimal control point-of-view, we also have arrived at a nice

sufficiency theory that is more geometrical than that of Boltyanskii [B]. The important novelty of our

work is that the function V that yields the optimal control paths is shown to exist and is constructed

using the geometry of the space (xj)).

One of the directions further research should take is obvious:

1) Singular Diffusions: Complete the treatment of singular diffusions. From an analytic viewpoint, the

work of Azencott [Az] seems to deal satisfactorily with the singular case and takes into account the fact

that only the paths that are the outputs of the control system associated to the diffusion are relevant for

the small-noise asymptotics. Yet, his approach falls short of recognising that the action functional has a

control interpretation and also, since the global geometric framework is not elucidated as in our chapter

1, his large deviation results are limited. This seems to be the reason why he requires hypoellipticity (a

condition of controllability in all directions) instead of Lyapunov controllability, which only takes into

account paths that move away from attractors. It is hoped that results can be obtained even in the

absence of hypoellipticity.
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2) Applications: A number of applications, in addition to the Josephson junction, are likely to be solved

using the methods of this work. It is to be understood that new results will be obtained by employing

techniques that are fundamentally qualitative in nature, as in our treatment of theJosephson junction.

Possible areas of application are: power system stability problems, transitions between metastable

states in physics (multiple equilibria, tunneling effects etc.) and problems in stochastic global optimisa

tion.

3) Singularities in Optimal Control: The present research motivates a new attack on the nonlinear

optimal control problem, from the vantage point of modern dynamical system theory. The concept of

chattering controls and the analytical questions of existence and necessary conditions have absorbed

most recent work in optimal control theory. However, geometry has a lot more to contribute to the

qualitative undestanding of optimal control, in addition to the insight it has provided to the question of

controllability and observability. The direction which this research is suggesting is the application of

geometry and dynamical systems to typical qualitative features of optimal control paths (eg. saddle

exits). This is largely possible today because of our much greater understanding of the geometry of

symplectic spaces and singularities of their Lagrange submanifolds.

The theory of singularities can play a role, at least in low dimensions, in making clear what

singular behavior to expect in the typical or generic case in optimal control. A first effort in this direc

tion is the work of J.Ortmans [Or].

4) Bifurcations in the Presence of Small Noise: Another area, closely related to the one above is the

area of bifurcations in dynamical systems and the effect of small noise on them. A first approach to

this problem is by Sastry [S]. Again here it seems that a clear specification of the class of dynamics we

hope to treat is essential. A tough problem in this setup arises from the fact that we have simultane

ously two changing parameters to deal with: the bifurcation parameters and the small epsilon that yields

the large deviation behavior. Extreme care should be exercised in handling the limiting changes in

these two variables.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1.1: A double well potential and its gradient flow.

Fig.1.2: Phase-space flows and orbitdiagrams for two examples of dissipative dynamics in the plane.

Fig.2.1: Mapping a neighborhood of x on Q by the projection n and on Rrt by the flow-box

diffeomorphism \\f.

Fig.2.2: Flow near a saddle equilibrium: W"(g) and W(g) are the stable and unstable manifolds, 5" and

S* are Lyapunov surfaces on them and the flow maps the punctured neighborhood of 5" to the punctured

neighborhood of Ss.

Fig.2.3: Flow near a saddle limit cycle: on the Poincar6 surface Z, a point close to the unstable mani

fold W(a) is mapped to a point close to the stable manifold W(g)X

Fig.2.4: Propagation of a complete Lyapunov surface past a saddle: the Lyapunov surface is no longer

complete: it misses the unstable manifold of g.

Fig.2.5: A two-dimensional example of a vector field of class D(R") that has two different Lyapunov

functions: (a) gives the phase-portrait (b) the orbit diagram and (c) and (d) the two Lyapunov functions

(by showing some of their Lyapunov surfaces).

Fig.2.6: Part of an orbit diagram that shows that if di is at a higher index level than a2, then V(g{)

must be greater than V(K5i).

Fig.2.7: Demonstration of the selection procedure among proper ancestor sets and the iterative collaps

ing of orbit diagrams: here we ordered g2 before G\ and we obtained the Lyapunov function of

Fig.2.5(c).

Fig.3.1: The Josephson junction: A cryogenic device consisting of two semiconductors separated by a

thin gap.

Fig.3.2: The Josephson junction circuit model (current-driven case).

Fig.3.3: Phase-portrait of the Josephson junction for the parameter values: G=0.5 and 7=0.7. E: Stable

equilibrium, S: Stable running orbit, C: Saddle equilibrium.

Fig.3.4: The effect of letting G-»0: The running orbit runs off to infinity.

Fig.3.5: Level sets of the energy function 7*(x,y), superimposed on the phase-portrait of the Josephson

junction.

Fig.3.6: Optimal exit path from RE and level set of the energy function touching the saddle C.
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Fig.3.7: Accessible set of the running orbit (shaded area).

Fig.3.8: An upward crossing of the x-axis by an optimal path. The shaded area must contain an equili

brium of the optimal flow.

Fig.3.9: Linearization around C: The stable and unstable directions in state-space. W*(Q and W(C) are

the stableand unstable manifolds of the system with no control.

Fig.3.10: (a) The exit direction from Rsand (b) The exit path from Rs.

Fig.4.1: Dependence of the exit path on the domain D.

Fig.4.2: Typical large deviation path starting from a point in RK, the region of attraction of the attractor

K.
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